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Most popular growth methods of carbon nanotubes rely on the use of catalyst
based on transition metals (particularly Ni, Co and Fe), which remain substitu-
tionally attached to the graphenic layer even after purification [1]. Experimen-
tally both Au and Pt atoms have also been implanted on purpose and measured
using HRTEM techniques [2]. Here, we investigate systematically the metals of
the fourth period between Sc and Zn and those of the 11th(IB) group Cu-Au when
place substitutionally in graphene. We find than on one hand, the spin-polarization
follows a Slater-Pauling–like behaviour according to the occupation. On the other
hand the vacancy states becomes crucial for the description of the bonding to gra-
phene of the late transition elements, starting in Co, and of the group 11 metals
[3]. We describe also the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling for one
of them such as Co in the A and B sites of graphene lattice [4]. Additionally we
show the results for the coverage of graphene with 4d elements, taking Zr as an
example. The implications concerning the energetic barriers for Zr diffusion on
graphene are also commented [5]. These barriers add new insight when bringing
them into contact with the mobility experiments of metal atoms in nanotubes and
graphene [2].
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